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ECONOMIC COSTS OF THE WAR 

** Due to the enormous burden of war, Angola has been forced to 
direct 30% of its gross domestic product or 40% of government 
spending in 1988 to the war effort against South Africa and UN ITA. 
Excess military and related security costs were between $1.5-1 .6 
billion in 1988. The total for 1980-88 is at least $8 .5 billion. 

** The Angolan transport system has been devastated. Repeated 
attacks have brought the entire internal rail system to a virtual 
halt, except on commuter lines, and transit traffic has been 
negligible for over a decade. 

** Transit traffic loss can be estimated at $125 million to $150 
million and the 1980-1988 total around $600 million to $750 
million. 

** Large numbers of peasants have been forced to halt production . 
As a result, in 1988 there was a rural production loss of perhaps 
$100 million and a cumulative 1980-88 total of $1 billion. 
Comparable losses of production input have also been sustained by 
urban enterprises. 

** The official figure for persons displaced by the war until 1988 
was in the 600,000 to 700,000 range. A higher estimate is that over 
1.5 million or more have been displaced if those placed into urban 
shantytowns or with relatives are counted. 



.. 500,000 persons have fled to neighboring countries. About 1.4 
million live in households which are unable to produce or earn 
enough to support their families at or above the absolute poverty 
line. 

HUMAN COSTS OF THE WAR 

•• At least 15%, and more likely 25%, of primary health and 
education units have been destroyed. 

•• School enrollment is down by several hundred thousand, and 
access to primary health care is denied to at least 2 million people 
who would have had access to such facilities were Angola at peace. 

•• Up to 75% of small town and rural water systems have been 
destroyed or are out of operation, reducing access to water for 
perhaps 1.5 million people . 

•• The combination of drought, rural insecurity, deterioration of 
transport capacity and limitations in availability of foreign 
exchange have caused starvation in isolated rural areas. 

•• Angola has 40,000 amputees, mostly from landmine explosions , 
the largest per capita of any country in the world. Landmines are 
often planted in fields, footpaths and roads . A substantial nu mber of 
the victims are children (The Angola Foundation note: according to 
reliable reports, most of these landmines are planted by UNITA) . 

•• The total number of direct and indirect war deaths in Angola 
between 1980-88 is almost 500,000 . 

• From the October 1989 Report ·South African Destabilization: The Economic Cost of 

Frontline Resistance to Apartheid· by the United Nations Inter-Agency Task Force, Africa 

Recovery Programme/Economic Commission for Africa (some quotes have been edited and 

slightly abridged). 
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